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Coaching Writing: Lead by Example 

Kittle, P. (2008). Write beside them, risk, voice, and clarity in high school writing. Heinemann Educational 

Books. 

In Write Beside Them, high school English teacher Penny Kittle provides an in-depth exploration 

of her writing pedagogy and the instructional framework she uses in her writer’s workshop class. Kittle 

works as a K-12 literacy coach and teaches a senior-level writing class in a public high school in New 

Hampshire. Over time, she has developed an active, coaching style of teaching and a fully-developed 

program of study that contribute to a dynamic writer’s workshop. Kittle strongly believes that students 

are best served when the teacher models the writing process and writes with them, thinks problems 

through with them, presents them with mentor texts that appeal to their particular interests, and 

provides timely feedback which recognizes what works, lets the student know what is valued in their 

writing, and inspires improvement. She does her best to let the students take the lead in their writing 

and gives them the freedom to discover and explore their own strengths as writers, while at the same 

time, guiding them through the rough parts of the journey. 

In the book, Kittle practices what she preaches:  she models the process, explains her thinking 

and gives plenty of examples for us to consider as we develop an understanding of what she is 

presenting to us. She breaks down a day in class into component parts – reading, quick writes, mini 

lessons, workshops, and conferences -- and explains how each functions and why she believes each part 

is necessary. The book explores Kittle’s pedagogy in six sections: Foundations; Collecting Thinking; 

Writer’s Workshop; Thinking Through Genre, Mechanics; and Assessment. Kittle fills each section with 

anecdote and example, as well as insightful discussion of the philosophy that drives her choices. 

On getting to know your students and tailoring your lessons to their interests: “I know 

structured, prewritten writing curriculum is popular these days: Take this unit, transplant it to your class. 

But that can’t work for me. I like the writing of Rick Reilly, but I choose which of his articles are most 

likely to appeal to the students in a particular class, and I’m constantly on the lookout for current writing 

that might move the students I’m coming to know. The match of student to mentor text is too important 

to be predetermined by me or someone outside my classroom.” (pp 93-94) 

On the nature of feedback and what is valued by a writer (after having her own work reviewed 

by peers): “It is not insignificant to me that they both say, “thanks,” at the end. I’ve offered a bit of my 

soul to them, and they are appreciative. I don’t often write “thanks” on a paper a student hands me, but 

I will now. I could feel the power in that word: It says the piece mattered.” (214) 


